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Dear Mayor Marlin and City Council Members,
My name is Austin Hoffman and I am an Urbana resident. I would like to express my emphatic support for an
independent and unbiased third party investigation into the Urbana Police Department's handling of the arrest of
Ms. Aleyah Lewis on April 10th. In the interest of full transparency and accountability, this investigation should
not be conducted by the state police. According to the ACLU, independent investigators and prosecutors are
needed because city and county authorities are often reluctant to bring charges against police officers who they
rely on for evidence in other criminal cases. In addition, all charges against Ms. Lewis should be dropped
immediately considering the officers involved initiated the altercation and failed to use the de-escalation tactics
they have been trained in.
The council may be aware of the horrifying extrajudicial police killings of Breonna Taylor in Louisville and just
yesterday George Floyd in Minneapolis. These are just the latest examples of American law enforcement's long
history of devaluing and targeting Black lives. After viewing the videos of Ms. Lewis's arrest, I am disappointed
and deeply disturbed because I feel that our community came dangerously close to experiencing a similar
tragedy. There is absolutely no reason why the three officers--one with a rifle that he brandishes carelessly
while on top of Ms. Lewis--needed to handle this situation in such a manner.
I implore the council to do everything in their power to hold the UPD accountable. If not, I fear this will
irreparably damage the community's already waning trust in those who are supposedly sworn to serve and
protect us.
Sincerely,
Austin Hoffman
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I am a resident of Urbana-Champaign emailing in advance of the city council meeting tonight. I am emailing to
make two requests concerning the recent case involving the Urbana police and Aleyah Lewis:
1. That the 3rd party investigation of the incident NOT be done by state police in the interest of true
accountability, total transparency and maintaining trust with the community.
2. That the charges against Aleyah Lewis be dropped instead of drug court, due to the police use of
excessive force and their refusal to use deescalation tactics.
Thank you.
Aidan Watson-Morris
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To Urbana City Council and Mayor Marlin:
I am very distressed by the treatment of Ms. Lewis by Urbana Police officers on April 10th. The
level of force used against her appeared to be totally unjustified, and, as was stated in the commentary by
Minnie Pearson of the Champaign County NAACP, would probably never have been used against a white
woman in that situation.
The plan to arrange an independent outside review of the whole situation is encouraging, and must
be followed by a full investigation, starting with the 911 call, reviewing each interaction and additional use
of force by police officers, and continuing through to arrival at the jail. It must also consider possible
alternative actions by the officers; consideration of the city’s training requirements and implementation of
them compared with best practices; comparison of the city’s “Use of Force” guidelines against best
practices; and an assessment of how the department solicits community input and responds to it. And
finally, there should be a full report to the public on the findings and recommendations. I will be eager to
see the report and will be tracking the follow-up.
Perhaps most important, as members of the Urbana Community, we need a commitment from the
Police Department and the City to take the findings seriously and make changes to assure that everyone
that the police officers interact with, regardless of race or age or how they’re dressed, is treated with
respect.
Thank you for taking this situation seriously.
Sincerely,
Dorothy Vura-Weis
, Urbana 61802
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The Urbana Police Department and the city of Urbana are responsible for a racist act of police terror. This
comes just months after the same city voted to support a contract that increased police presence in Urbana
High School. These cops in our schools and on our streets aren’t making our communities safer, especially
when they commit acts of violence against an innocent black woman.
The Urbana Police Department doesn't serve and protect us. The Urbana police department doesn’t serve and
protect our neighbors. The only people the Urbana police department serve and protect are the wealthy ruling
class.
The increasingly militarized police forces all across the United States are a tool of white supremacy and
capitalism. The police uphold unjust systems of wealth inequality and mass incarceration that keep millions of
Americans behind bars without trial during a pandemic. Our local cops have yet again proved that they are no
different.
We call on our elected officials in the city council of Urbana to take decisive action and hold the police
accountable for their blatant disregard for the safety of our communities.
The Party for Socialism and Liberation stands with our neighbors in demanding the immediate dropping of all
charges against Ms. Aleyah Lewis & in calling for a transparent investigation conducted by an independent
third party that is not linked to the police in any way. All power to the people!
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Madam Mayor and Urbana City Council,
Bishop King James Underwood and I, Reverend Dr. Evelyn Underwood. are continually concerned about The
Dr Ellis SubDivision Sewer Problem. Thank you.
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Dear Urbana City Council,
I am writing in support of the following two requests pertaining to the Aleyah Lewis case:
1. That the 3rd party investigation of the incident NOT be done by state police in the interest of
true accountability, total transparency and maintaining trust with the community.
2. That the charges against Aleyah Lewis be dropped instead of drug court, due to the police use
of excessive force and their unsuccessful use of deescalation tactics.
I know that the City of Urbana aims to be a humane, loving, and safe community, and I am hopeful
that the city will handle the investigation of Aleyah Lewis's case in a transparent and just manner.
Thank you,
Emily Blevins
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Dear Council,
I am looking forward to hearing from you about reforms and enhancements to the CPRB in June. Thank you for
looking into this critical matter! The health and effectiveness of the CPRB is critical to public safety in Urbana.
I'd also like to suggest that you continue to do everything in your power to see that all charges are dropped
against the victim of police brutality. As commendable as it is that you have called for an independent
investigation, make sure it is truly independent or it will be a waste of time.
Thank you.
Jane McClintock
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Good evening, Urbana City Council,
Firstly, within the last day, the website imagery was changed from the Urban Free Library to the Urbana Police
Department squadcars. This is verifiable using archive.org and so I ask that the City change the photo to respect
the pain caused by the murder of George Floyd by police offices today.
Secondly, best practices call for independent criminal investigation . As the CPRB is in a suboptimal state, I
recommend that the city considers empwoering the CPRB of another city outside of Champaign County.
As others have said, please recommend dropping the charges. You can change your recommendation, even if it
is not authorative.
Sincerely,
Allan
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Hello,
I have been a resident of Urbana for 7 years. I find the excessive violence towards Aleyah Lewis by the Urbana
police unacceptable.
I have three demands as a resident of Urbana
1. That the 3rd party investigation of the incident NOT be done by state police in the interest of true
accountability, total transparency and maintaining trust with the community.
2. That the charges against Aleyah Lewis be dropped instead of drug court, due to the police use of excessive
force and their refusal to use deescalation tactics.
3. That those board members who believe that the violence towards Aleyah please, on the record, state that "a
young, 21 year old woman deserves to be body slammed, punched, kneed in the ribs, with an assault rifle at her
back for talking back at the police." If you do say this, hope that god may somehow save your soul.
- Boblo
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Good evening, Urbana City council,
Please include an analysis on the expected temperatures along green street so that we can be assured that during
the increasingly hot summers due to climate change that folks with mobility needs will also be protected from
the heat. The canopy provides valuable shelter that we must be explicitly cognizant of.
Sincerely,
Allan
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Dear Members of the Urbana City Council,
I write as a concerned citizen regarding the case of Aleyah Lewis, a victim of police violence in our community and
put my support behind fellow residents calling for the following, and who will be attentive to how the city handles
continuing proceedings: 1) That the 3rd party investigation of the incident NOT be done by state police in the
interest of true accountability, total transparency and maintaining trust with the community. 2) That the charges
against Aleyah Lewis be dropped instead of drug court, due to the police use of excessive force and their refusal to
use deescalation tactics.
This is crucial time in our history as a nation to treat each life in our community with value and respect, by using the
offices and positions we each hold to make informed, compassionate decisions with intelligence, and to protect and
defend the right of each and every fellow community member.
It is critical that members of the council lead by example in the case of Aleyah Lewis. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Lilah Leopold
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Hi Charlie,
For the public record - updated input - 66 comments posted on the Save Urbana Trees petition.
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“Save Urbana Trees: Keep Green Street Green!“ — Petition Signers [ Change.org ]
800 have signed as of Sunday, 1:47 p.m. May 24, 2020

1. Please help save the beautiful canopy of trees along Green Street. They make the area Cooler and healthier. —
Alice Englebretsen,
2. It will take more than 50 years to replace the mature canopy that will be lost when these trees are chopped
down. —Laura Haber
3. These beautiful, old trees are one of Urbana's most valuable and most widely loved and appreciated assets.
Their removal for concrete bus platforms would create an irreplaceable loss and a soulless landscape along Green
Street. The Urbana city staff needs to stop building our city with chainsaws and bulldozers alone, and make
respect for Nature and its healing effects on the human soul part of the design. —Ilona Matkovszki
4. These trees are a beautiful part of Urbana and it should be possible to build around them —Andrew Stelzer,
5. Please do not remove beautiful & healthy older trees. We need them. Those trees are what makes Green Street
between Busey & Race so beautiful. You will lose so much character if you remove them for bus platforms. —Emily
Turner Condill
6. Mature trees like these sequester more CO2 than immature ones. It’s environmental irresponsible to remove
health mature trees like this. Not to mention the fact that the presence of such trees is healthier for local
residents. Check the research before you proceed. —Penny Lundquist
7. I've had a good experience with the City of Urbana and tree removal/replacement in the past. I hope they can
work with homeowners all along the way to save as many trees as possible and made solid plans for replacement
(as happened with the tree in my yard). —Kate McDowell
8. The trees provide great shade and beauty. —Pam Rankin
9. Green Street is beautiful because it is green. It’s possible to have both mature trees and bus shelters.
—Lori Caterini
10. The busses are and have been working down Green street for decades. There is no need to destroy trees in
"Tree City". MTD needs to stop running cities and Universities. It is not MTD City USA. —Barney Bryson
11. If it is a matter of of us getting egress rights, please know that many of us know the property owners on Green
and can help secure these agreements. —Danielle Chynoweth
12. I’m signing because we are a city proud of our commitment to trees. We are beautiful because of our trees.
Please leave the mature trees on Green St alone. —Rae Spooner
13. A few years back, the former arborist and the City decided I would have to pay in advance for POSSIBLE
damage that MIGHT occur to two hideous mature black walnut trees on city right of way if I were to have a garage
built at my home. It was about the unseen value of the two mature trees for reducing stress on the storm sewer
system. . . . POSSIBLE damage that might not even have occurred. But now-- completly chopping all these down
is OK? What a double standard! There has to be a way to work around those trees. How embarrassing for a Tree
City, USA! —Lori Garrett
14. Those trees are older than I am and should not be replaced by ugly bus shelters or teeny immature trees. Stop
the horrific 'uglification' of my home town! —Tee Eaglen

15. The trees are a critical part of the aesthetic of Urbana but more importantly the environment. It would be so
sad to have that approach to campus change. —Megan Dietrich
16. Listen to the Lorax! —Sahnan Haber
17. We need the trees! —Jasmine Alvarado
18. Touch destruction of natural landscapes . Tree are living breathing links to the living earth . They help us breath
we should help them live . —Jana Hellrung
19. Why would you cut down perfectly healthy, beautiful, old trees? One of the things I've always loved about
Urbana is how nature is so perfectly woven into its neighborhoods. —Jeane Breiland
20. I fully support Tracy Satterthwaite's claim of letting the tree as it is. —Jeonghwan Choi
21. i was raised there and too many trees are being up rooted. they can put benches in between the trees and give
people and animals shade. if god wanted them out he would up root them —Jody Littleton/ Brenda Disandro
22. Holistically designed Multi-modal transportation includes the pedestrian experience! —Bahareh Javadi
23. Trees are important to city heat and weather dynamics. Also they are beautiful and provide grace to the street.
—Anita Ung
24. I speak for the trees. —Andrew Guy
25. I don't think the MCORE plan makes it safer for bicyclist and pedestrians, especially if it means the loss of
mature trees and a preponderance of concrete. Trees are not like chairs that can be moved around. As an avid
bicyclist, I'd much rather ride on a less busy street than have the trees chopped down. Presently, I rarely ride down
Green St. and use a variety of other streets to circumvent its use. — Beverly Rauchfuss
26. I want to keep Green Street green!
Trees serve many roles: provide shade, bird habitat, beauty. They hold soil in place. Most significant is they
produce oxygen and clean air. We need these trees! —Debra Erikson
27. I want to keep urbana green. —Bryce Mansfield
28. These trees are so beautiful please leave them. —Stephanie Eastin
29. Urbana is named a Tree City USA every year and has been for many years. There is no reason whatsoever
to cut down any of the healthy trees when other arrangements can be made to achieve the same outcome.
—Anne Jackson
30. I'm signing because I grew up in historic Urbana and you can't just replace and replant old trees. I'm a bicyclist
who rides all year round... No one needs bus fancy bus stations but all the environment needs trees! —Kelli
McQueen
31. Trees are beautiful and worth keeping. They enhance life. The city needs to work around them, not take them
down. —Durango Mendoza

32. Trees do SOOOO much for our community. We can and work around them and consider all they give to us! —
Marya Burke
33. Please do not cut down these lovely mature trees! They are ancient and hold so much grace.
—Kate Insolia
34. Stop felling trees during nesting season. —Kathleen Jones
35. I have rarely seen more than 3-4 riders board or exit the Green bus between Busey and Race St. so it seems
excessive and shortsighted to remove so many irreplaceable (in our lifetimes, at least) trees just to build shelters
that serve only one bus route and will almost always sit empty. Perhaps the transportation studies show
otherwise... —Matt C.
36. Big, old trees are the reason that I love Urbana. They are the face of Urbana. I will always prioritize life and
beauty over development. —Jennifer Goodwine
37. I grew up in Urbana and my parents still live there. I know they love these trees. —Rick Burkhardt
38. As a 50 year resident of Urbana, i implore You Not to cut down these beautiful old and venerable trees, hosts of
our beautiful town. —Ilyse Fein
39. Cutting down mature trees will make the area less attractive. When people see old trees they get a feeling of
permanence, security and community so they will be more willing to spend time there.
—Ann Hart
40. Trees are a resource we need to protect - you can not replace them - you cannot mitigate the environmental
damage with baby trees. —Ellen Willcox
41. Of course we should try to save the trees, especially if they are healthy and large. It will take a long time to
restore the canopy in this area. This is Urbana, after all! We are a tree city! — Sarah Scott
42. I believe there are alternatives that need to be utilized. This is a main corridor to Urbana and the canopy
showcases us at our best. —Sandra Ahten
43. We need more trees, not less. Convert more of the road to bus platforms --or hell, bus only. But keeping these
old healthy trees is important for the local ecology, hydrology, etc. —Samuel Jesse
44. Urbana is known nationally for the amazing number of trees in the community. As a lifelong resident of
Urbana and a home owner in Urbana, I am extremely disappointed in this decision. We can further develop our city
while working within the city’s nature scapes. One of the main reasons I chose to live in Urbana is because it is not
all a bunch of new construction. It has a beautiful array of trees, many over 80 years old. I strongly urge the parties
responsible for this project to reconsider and adjust the plans to ensure these trees remain. —Kristina Donze
45. Important to save large old trees where possible. —Samule Beshers
46. I love trees!! —Gaby Villasenor
47. The woodland aesthetic that our trees create is the most defining aspect of Urbana's physical character. They
add beauty, are home to so much wildlife (the tree in front of my house on Green St. between Race and Busey
brings in dozens of different kinds of songbirds from near and far), they serve to connect Urbana residence with
nature, help to purify the air that we breathe which is especially polluted by fuel exhaust along Green St. as a high

auto-traffic road, and also have served as necessary aids in dealing with mental health by their very sturdy nature
which offers comfort and stability for people especially during a pandemic when we can't hug humans, and by the
calming colors that they boast. There is NO REASON AT ALL to install bus waiting platforms on Green St.
between Race St. and Busey, which is a residential area, not a business district. It makes NO SENSE AT ALL to kill
strong, mature, perfectly healthy trees only to replace them with young trees. Plant trees, yes, but where they are
needed, not in place of already standing trees. —Ayla McDonald
48. We have lost too much green space. We need our trees,! —Kathryn Danner
49. Is there a creative way to maintain the shade these trees confer to individuals with health conditions
exacerbated by heat and light and also create more accessible pathways for those with ambulatory challenges?
Can we keep the CO2 sinking benefits of these trees and also create safe bike paths? Yes, it’s a challenge, but
surely a city with the resources of UIUC can find innovative solutions and set new and better standards. —Kathryn
Solorzano Lowell
50. Old growth trees are essential for the quality of life in Urbana. People love neighborhoods with large trees.
Cutting them down reduces property value because homeowners feel less attached to their neighborhood. Once
cut down it takes a generation to replace them. —Johnny Robinson
51. I think trees are an important feature of our town. —Kathleen Carrillo
52. If there is any way to save mature trees, we have a responsibility to do so to encourage the diversity of the
environment. Mature trees attract all manor of birds and other life, as well as make humans more comfortable and
nurtured. —Jennifer Wojtowwick
53. I am from Urbana and want the trees saved —Barbara McDannell
54. I've had a good experience with the City of Urbana and tree removal/replacement in the past. I hope they can
work with homeowners all along the way to save as many trees as possible and made solid plans for replacement
(as happened with the tree in my yard). —Kate McDowell
55. The trees provide great shade and beauty. —Pam Rankin
56. Green Street is beautiful because it is green. It’s possible to have both mature trees and bus shelters. —Lori
Caterini
57. I’m signing because we are a city proud of our commitment to trees. We are beautiful because of our trees.
Please leave the mature trees on Green St alone. —Rae Spooner
58. The trees are a critical part of the aesthetic of Urbana but more importantly the environment. It would be so
sad to have that approach to campus change. —Megan Dietrich
59. If it is possible to save trees and move forward then that is what we should do —Jody Littleton
60. Holistically designed Multi-modal transportation includes the pedestrian experience! —Jody Littleton
61. Trees are life. We need life. —Dorian Cosmedy
The busses are and have been working down Green street for decades. There is no need to destroy trees in "Tree
City". MTD needs to stop running cities and Universities. It is not MTD City USA.
—Barney Bryson

62. Trees are amazing —Kelsey Jamerson
63. Don't get rid of trees! That is crazy!!! —Mary Strauser
64. The trees need to stay —William Flemming
65. We were tree city USA! You can’t cut down our trees- for what? Bad idea! —Heidi Kellner
66. KEEP THE TREES DAMMIT —Jessie McCall
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Please do not read my email below, and the one I have already sent at the Council Meeting on Tuesday.
Thank you- Deborah Katz-Downie

-------- Forwarded Message -------Subject:Fwd: Fwd: [wuna-list] MCORE/Green Street Tree Removal discussion
Date:Sun, 24 May 2020 10:44:05 -0500
From:Deborah Katz-Downie
To:CityCouncil@urbanaillinois.us
CC:Katz-Downie, Deborah S

-------- Forwarded Message -------Subject:Fwd: [wuna-list] MCORE/Green Street Tree Removal discussion
Date:Sat, 23 May 2020 23:24:06 -0500
From:Deborah Katz-Downie <
To:! Brown, Bill <bbrown@urbanaillinois.us>
CC:Katz-Downie, Deborah S
Dear Bill,
I am writing to ask that you act and/or vote to amend the list of trees to be removed for the MCORE Project as
per alderman Dennis Robert's attached tree survey. I am especially dismayed to learn from Denis' email below
that, as he stated, 'Neither the Urbana Tree Commission nor the Urbana Sustainability Advisory Commission
were contacted to advise the City on the ecological or aesthetic impact when decisions about tree removals
along the W. Green Street corridor were drafted (per recent inquiry to Carol Augspurger and Scott Tess).'
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I have updated a data spreadsheet I am placing into our Tuesday night May 26 meeting packet detailing
information on the 19 trees to be removed along W. Green Street under the MCORE project. I know not every
council member will chose to walk the street or seek out and evaluate the individual trees involved.
Since Laura Haber started a petition to "Save Urbana Trees: Keep Green Street Green" on Change.org, 765
people have signed it. Considering the large number of community members responding, I believe it is
necessary to change our position and keep several of the most valuable trees slated for removal. We could direct
staff to take them off the removal list. Doing so will not cost the city any money and will save up to $2400 per
tree for their removal. In one or two cases we should ask MDT if the proposed bus platforms might be moved
10 ft down to block to accommodate saving a valuable tree.
My original evaluation spreadsheet was incomplete when I submitted it. This update takes a more
comprehensive look, with photos of all the endangered trees. I have also added examples of trees found around
town which are in far worse condition, which the city has not made any effort to correct or remove in several
years.
Finally, it is obvious, looking at three sample cases of trees recently planted in the parkway on W. Green
Street, that one cannot replace a large tree with a young sapling without significant loss in ecological value or
monetary property value. I include samples of this in my data for Council to consider for comparison.
Neither the Urbana Tree Commission nor the Urbana Sustainability Advisory Commission were contacted to
advise the City on the ecological or aesthetic impact when decisions about tree removals along the W. Green
Street corridor were drafted (per recent inquiry to Carol Augspurger and Scott Tess).
I hope you will offer some comments at our meeting and support the protection of the healthiest and most
significant trees slated for removal along the MCORE Route and ask that the Mayor and staff reconsider this
act. All we need to do is say "Skip these trees, leave them as they are."

Would you post this on the WUNA web site? Hopefully people along the corridor do care to save the largest
healthy trees.
Yours,
Dennis Roberts, Alderman
Ward 5

-----------------------------------------------The opinions expressed on this unmoderated list do not necessarily reflect those
of the Wuna Steering Committee. Please maintain a civil tone when posting or you risk removal from the list.
You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google
Groups "wuna-list" group.
To post to this group, send email to wuna-list@googlegroups.com
To unsubscribe from this group, send email to
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wuna-list+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com
For more options, visit this group at
http://groups.google.com/group/wuna-list?hl=en
To learn how to join WUNA visit
http://www.westurbana.org/join.php
Questions about WUNA's Google Groups can be sent to
joinwuna@googlegroups.com
--You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "wuna-list" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to wunalist+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/wuna-list/8852d291-d112-4d09a8f2-5c8adb69fcd4%40googlegroups.com.
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Dear City Council Members, Mayor Marlin and City Clerk Smyth,
Please save the trees on Green St. that are threatened by the plans for the MCRORE project.
Trees increase property values, clean the air, slow water runoff, help buffer noise pollution, cool homes and buildings,
can save money on energy costs, and are beautiful and sacred.
(Please do not read this aloud at the Zoom meeting.)
Thank you for your consideration,
Sarah McEvoy
Huseyin Sehitoglu
Urbana, IL 61801
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